Multiple copies of a linear donor fragment released in situ from a vector improve the efficiency of zinc-finger nuclease-mediated genome editing.
Homologous recombination (HR) is a strategy for genetic correction. The efficiency of HR can be increased by creating a targeted double-strand break (DSB) via zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs) and/or by introducing linear donor DNA intracellularly. Some studies have suggested that increased copy numbers of linear donor DNA may further improve HR efficiency. However, the introduction of multiple copies of a linear donor fragment remains a challenge, particularly in cell types with low transfection efficiency. In this study, we developed a vector that carries tandem repeats of a donor fragment, with each repeat flanked by ZFN target sequence fragments (TSFs). The cleavage of the flanking TSF sequence by ZFN would lead to the release of multiple linear fragment. We demonstrated that this novel vector carrying five copies of a linearizable donor fragment, when co-transfected with a ZFN-expressing vector in 293 cells, showed improved HR efficiency about 30 times, as compared with vector carry nonlinearizable donor. For the application of gene therapy, we then introduced this system into an adenoviral vector, which also revealed markedly improved ZFN-mediated HR efficiency in cells. The novel strategies presented here have the potential to promote the application of ZFNs in both basic research and disease therapy.